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Question 4
(a) Ways of saving money in the provision of fancy dress outfits
*Note: The wording of this type of question, in future, will be changed to “Identify
and explain…”
♦

Step
Buy second hand clothing from
charity shops etc.

♦

Use materials/fabrics from around
the house

♦

Make use of ‘hand-me-downs’

♦

Adapt clothing/previous fancy
dress outfits from family/friends

♦

Borrow from friends/relatives

♦

Make own costumes / buy fabric
and make from scratch

♦

Hire outfits/Shop around for best
prices

Explanation
+ They can be adapted to fit
+ Cheaper than having to buy new
outfits
+ They can be adapted to suit party
+ Cheaper than having to buy new
outfits
+ There may already be clothes to fit
smaller members of the family
+ Saves them having to pay for brand
new outfits
+ They may be able to adapt them to
the new party theme
+ Saves them having to pay for brand
new outfits
+ They may be able to adapt them to
the new party theme
+ Someone may already have a
suitable for one of the children
+ Saves them having to pay for brand
new outfits
+ They may be able to adapt them to
the new party theme
+ May be able to use cheap fabric to
save money
+ Cheap lining fabrics/remnants may
be good enough for a costume that is
only going to be worn once
+ To find out where the best price is
+ It may be possible to get the deposit
back after the party

1 mark for each of two correct steps to save money when providing fancy dress outfits.
+ 1 mark for each of two correct related explanations
TOTAL: 4 marks
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Question 4 (continued)
(b)

Children’s Sleeping Bag C
Reasons for choice:
Filling fibre content
♦

Sleeping bag C is made from polyester and contains no feathers for Ben.
+ Ben is allergic to feathers

♦

Polyester filling is good for Ben as he is allergic to feathers
+ Ben won’t have an allergic reaction from the sleeping bag

Care instructions
♦

Machine washable is good because Ben is only six
+ He may spill drinks/food/get sleeping bag dirty
+ Easily cleaned if Ben has an accident/sickness/nose bleed/bed wetting

♦

Machine washable saves family expense of specialist cleaning as they are
trying to save money
+ He may spill drinks/food/get sleeping bag dirty
+ Easily cleaned if Ben has an accident/sickness/nose bleed/bed wetting

♦

Machine washable may be good for grandparents
+ Saves them expense of specialist cleaning
+ Ben may have an accident/sickness/nose bleed/bed wetting while staying
there

Weight
♦

Two star rating makes it suitable for Ben to take to his grandparents
+ Ben may have to carry the bag himself/won’t be too heavy for Ben to
carry
+ Ben is only six and may prefer lighter covers
+ Ben may be more comfortable sleeping in a lighter sleeping bag

Cost
♦

G4

This is the cheapest at only £14.99 and the family are trying to save money
+ Ben may grow out of the bag
+ It may not be used very often
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Question 4 (b) (continued)
Folds into Carry bag
♦

Carry bag makes it easy for Ben to carry to his grandparents
+ Ben is only six

Medium length
♦

Will be long enough for Ben as he is only six
+ May last him for a few years
+ May be easier for Ben to carry a shorter sleeping bag to his grandparents

1 mark for each of three reasons correctly linking table to case study
+ 1 mark for each of three different reasons relating to the needs of the family/Ben
TOTAL: 6 marks
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Question 4 (continued)
(d) (i) Points of action regarding faulty goods
*Note: The wording of this type of question, in future, will be changed to
“Identify and explain…”
♦
♦

Point of Action
Stop using the sleeping bag
immediately
Contact mail order/catalogue
company/shop/manufacturer

♦

Return sleeping bag to the shop with
the receipt/proof of purchase

♦

Ask to speak to supervisor/manager

♦

When making complaint speak
firmly and clearly and keep calm

♦

If no refund/replacement is
forthcoming write to the head
office/manager
Contact Citizens Advice
Bureau/Trading Standards/Consumer
Protection if unsuccessful on
following normal complaints
procedure

♦

Explanation
+ To prevent any more damage to
zip/sleeping bag
+ To alert them of problem
+ They may give you advice
+ They may send return postage items
+ Receipt proves when/where you
bought the sleeping bag
+ To ask for a refund/replacement
+ They will be senior member of staff
+ They should know the correct
procedures to follow
+ They won’t listen if you shout/get
angry
+ You need to explain what has happened
+ They may instruct the shop to deal with
you
+ They may settle your complaint
+ They may advise you of your rights
+ They may tell you what to do next
+ They may investigate for you

1 mark for each of two correct points of action
+ 1 mark for each of two correct related explanations

TOTAL: 4 marks
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